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PROVEN PRESS BRAKE

TECHNOLOGY WITH

STATE-OF-THE-ART SOLUTIONS
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FINN-POWER H press brakes are designed and built for high-

precision performance in demanding sheet metal working.They

are a combination of decades-long experience and the latest in

machine construction and control technology.

The FINN-POWER H series press brake technology derives

from experience, commitment to sophisticated manufacturing

technology, the well-known tradition of innova-

tion, as well as close

FINN-POWER

cooperation with leading international

technology partners.



Attaining the Highest level of quality

with H-BrakeFINN-POWER

The H of H-Brake not only stands for Hydraulic
but also for the Highest quality in all respects.
There are many reasons why H-
Brake can achieve high productivity when per-
forming precision work, including a construction
in which the measuring devices are mounted inde-
pendently of the side frame. Other distinctive fea-
tures are the large daylight opening, the variable
beam opening (Q dimension), the application of
highly dynamic servo valves, the long slide ways
and a stable and fast back gauge system.

Anyone making the highest demands on safety
and uninterrupted operation, can select the new

H-Brake equipped with a program-
mable light screen. It offers a great advantage,
as this system includes a floating blanking func-
tion as well as 1 and 2 cycle operation as stan-
dard accessories.

The TS press brake control, offers all the advan-
tages of a PC with Touch Screen operation in
which a network connection has already been
installed.

The H-Brake provides an extensive
selection of various options from which to
choose.

FINN-POWER

FINN-POWER

FINN-POWER

FINN-POWER H-Brake: Efficient for

high precision and productivity

The first impression of the FINN-POWER H-Brake
is dominated by its robust construction. This
includes a large space between the side frames
and a large daylight opening, enabling the
machine to be put to optimum use along its entire
working length. The concept was developed in
order to ensure high productivity of faultless, pre-
cision work. All machining of the large mechanical
components is completed in one session, so that
the machined surfaces are perfectly parallel and
square.

The position of the top beam is measured and con-
trolled with the greatest accuracy. The measure-
ment is made by two linear sensors that are
installed on a robust measuring device independ-
ent of the side frame. The construction is such
that the side frame assembly does not have any
influence on the angle being bent. Both press
brake cylinders are individually controlled by an
electronic servo-hydraulic system.

The adjustable and maintenance-free slideways
have a long, flat surface, making it possible to set
the top beam at an angle, so that parallelism cor-
rections can be easily made. Moreover, the long
guides, in combination with a well-designed cylin-
der construction, make a large and flexible beam
opening (Q dimension) possible.

The surfaces for installing tools on both the top
and lower beam are universally designed, so that
a large variety of upper and lower adapters can be
implemented.

Working with the FINN-POWER H-Brake is easy
and comfortable in all respects. The same holds
true for the servo hydraulic drive, due to the very
quiet internal gear pump.
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Variable Q-dimension
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FINN-POWER FEATURES FOR PRODUCTIVITY

OFFLINE PROGRAMMING WITH VBEND

FINN-POWER H-Brake

scores high in ergonomics

Electronic Mode control and operation by means
of a Touch Screen control has been a revolution-
ary innovation. This control device has set a new
standard for press brake control equipment. The
FINN-POWER TS Touch Screen control is

the sim-
plest and most efficient human machine interface
currently available and consequently a paragon of
the electronic evolution in sheet metal working.
The control operates on a PC running Microsoft
Windows®.

An intelligent feature of the FINN-POWER Touch
Screen control is the fact that it only displays
those buttons that are required by the operator
at any given moment. The system is so simple
that, in a manner of speaking, a child could make
the bend. A standard accessory of the control is
a 100 MB Ethernet UTP network connection. The
instructions from the FINN-POWER TS control
are sent to a central processor, which then

most
probably the simplest and most efficient
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Virtual bend sequence and bend simulation
software Vbend

Fast product development and short production
set-up times require that some of the work has
to be done in office in offline enviroment. Virtual
bend sequence and bend simulation software
VBend allows bend sequence calculation and 3D
real-time simulation already at the design stage
of product development. The software consists
of dxf converter, automatic tool selection and

optimatization module and automatic genera-
tion of bend sequence with complete colli-

sion study of the product itself or
machine parts. When simulation is
completed succesfully, Vbend creates

a CNC program for machine control, which can
then be transferred to shop floor via Ethernet or
with diskettes. Vbend can be used both for

hydraulic H series press brakes and for
servoelectric E press brakes.

FINN-
POWER

adjusts the various axes by means of a CAN-BUS
(Control Area Network). The advantage of this is
that the electronics can be built in modular form
requiring fewer components. This enhances flexi-
bility and interchangeability, as well as opera-
tional reliability. The FINN-POWER TS control can
be programmed quickly and accurately on
account of its 'self-learning' database of materi-
als, tools and earlier, previously-corrected bend-
ing operations. The TS1 control works with
numeric entry and display of bending parameters

TS1 is a numerical control which has been devel-
oped aiming to maximum simplicity and meeting
the operator's needs. Applying a PC with Touch
Screen monitor has resulted in a very user
friendly press brake control. Programming takes
place by touching the chosen field in the screen
and subsequently adding the required data. This
fast data input method contributes to substan-
tially shortened programming time.

TS1 control

Vbend software
is a versatile tool for

efficient offline programming
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TS2 control

In addition to the functions of TS1 it is possible
with TS2 control to visualize bending sequences
graphically of programs made with off-line pro-
gramming SW (V-Bend).

TS3 control

The TS3 control contains all possibilities of the
TS2 control. However, 2D/3D simulation soft-
ware is now integrated in the TS control, as well
as the keyboard. Thus it is possible to establish
the bending order graphically at the press brake.
During production, a choice can be made between
graphical and numerical description of the bend-
ing process.

TS 3
control



Wide range of front supports contributes

to the ergonomics

Adjustable movable support arms

NC front supports

FINN-POWER H Brake features a modular sup-
port-arm programme for both lighter and heavier
sheet metal work. With this technology, the
appropriate solution for every use can be quickly
implemented. In this way, ergonomics and effi-
ciency can be combined in an ideal manner.

movable along the machine
equipped with brushes
adjustable height
fitted with (fine adjustment) stops
programmable height adjustment
suitable for use with a safety light guard

FINN-POWER provides the operator with a tire-
less, exceedingly strong and utterly precise aid
for the bending of heavy and/or very accurate
products. The powerful servo-hydraulic bending
aid can support products weighing up to 500 kg
during bending. The servo-mechatronic bending
aid provides suitable support for products with
weights up to 150 kg requiring an accuracy of 2°,
while products weighing 50 kg or less are moni-
tored to an accuracy of 0.5°.

FINN-POWER FEATURES FOR PRODUCTIVITY

Built-in quality

Outstanding precision is one of the most charac-
teristic features of the press bra-
kes. However, variations in sheet metal material
can negatively affect the work piece quality. With
real time angle measurement systems of

a constant production quality can be
reached even under circumstances where mate-
rial thickness and microstructure have large
tolerances. Two different solutions are available,

and .

E-Bend L is based on a system using laser beams.
Two sensors are equipped with magnets and are
placed in pairs on the back and front of the stan-
dard bottom tool. E-Bend L assures constant
quality in terms of angle tolerances. It does not
measure the angle in degrees, but it always
keeps the next part angles equal to those of the
previous, independently of differences in sheet
thickness and rolling directions.

E-Bend M is a 'first-part-correct' angle measure-
ment system. It can be used like E-Bend L for
assuring constant quality as well as satisfying
high precision needs in single piece production.
E-Bend M consists of two pneumatic sensors
on a rail that

. Both
sensors are in contact with the material during
the bending cycle. Before the final angle is bent,
the spring back of the sheet is measured. This
measurement is used to make a calculation to
reach the correct angle with the final bent

FINN-POWER

FINN-
POWER

E-Bend L E-Bend M

can be programmed to measure
at any position over the bending length
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Right, top:
E-Bend L uses a laser
beam in measuring.

Right, bottom:
E-Bend M has sensors to
assure constant quality.

Below:
Servo-hydraulic
bending aid

Above:
Adjustable moveable
support arms



Heavy-duty back gauge

with large oprerating range

The FINN-POWER H-Brake is equipped with a
heavy-duty CNC controlled back gauge system
fitted with recirculating ball screws and precision
linear ball-bearing guides. The basic model comes
complete with CNC controlled X axis.

The standard version of the back gauge has two
hinging stop fingers that can be manually moved
along the bending line (Z axis) as well as adjusted
in height (R axis). The stop fingers are provided
with interchangeable pins. In optimum use, they
permit a maximum back gauge range of 1,100
mm (1,000 mm for 90 tons capacity).

Optional equipment includes back gauge systems
with CNC controlled R, Z1, Z2 and delta X axis.

For the most complicated parts FINN-POWER's
six-axis back gauge is the optimal solution. It
allows numerically controlled independent move-
ment of each axis X1,X2, Z1, Z2, R1, and R2. The
constructions are based on linear bearings and
precision-ground guide bars axes. X and R axis
are transferred with ball screws and Z move-
ments with tooth belt.
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Crowning table as standard

FINN-POWER

FINN-POWER

press brakes are equipped with
Wila crowning table as standard. Crowning is
based on moving the wedges in respect to each
other.

CNC controlled crowning is optional. It is very
easy to adjust the crowning over the control
unit in case there are variations in material thick-
ness or rolling direction etc.

utilizes Wila clamping for upper and
lower tooling. Mechanical tool clamping is stan-
dard equipment. Manual tool fastening by tight-
ening of the screws is fast.

Fastening mechanism both centralizes and
straightens the tools automatically and allows

Fast, easy tool clamping

Below:
CNC crowning

Right:
Wila New Standard clamping
and tooling
Below:
European style tooling
and clamping

TOOLING SYSTEMS FOR

PRODUCTIVITY

AND PRECISION

the operator to start bending right after fasten-
ing the tools. Rotating the tool by 180° horizon-
tally is possible because the adaption is symmet-
rical to the centre line.

Hydraulic clamping system both for upper and
lower tooling is offered as option. Hydraulic
clamping fastens, straightens and centralizes
tools automatically.

offers also clampings and adapters
for European style tooling as an option.
FINN-POWER
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FINN-POWER H-Brake:

An extremely high level of safety

The standard safety features of the
FINN-POWER H-Brake fully satisfy
European Norm EN 12622.

The drive for the top beam contains block hydrau-
lics with protected and monitored dual valves.
The safety circuit is double channelled. The back
and both sides are protected by mechanical
screens with safety switches. On the left side,
the side screen can be opened, so that low-speed
bending work can be performed in the opening.
The operator has an emergency switch within
hand's reach on the control panel.

Outside of the three position foot switch, a
reset button (release button) has been installed
on the operating console. In the range of operat-
ing settings, it is possible to block operation
by means of a key switch. Additionally, the
FINN-POWER H-Brake offers advanced options
for extra safety, such as a programmable safety
light screen in the retractable side screen, com-
plete with floating blanking,1 or 2 cycle opera-
tion, or Laser Guard protection. For both sys-
tems, the various operating procedures can
be selected by means of a lockable selector
switch in the electronic cabinet. Using a light
guard, the operator can choose the best
(fastest) working procedure for each step in
the bending process. The maximum closing speed
of the top beam set by the foot control is auto-
matically set to less than 10 mm/sec when no
light guard or Laser Guard protection has been
activated. Only when one of these safety sys-
tems is active, the closing speed of the top
beam may be higher than 10 mm/sec. An extra
(optional) operator console is prescribed when
2 operators work with the machine at the same
time. This operating console can also be pro-
grammed in such a way that the operator can
control the machine at 2 independent points.
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Standard features

FINN-POWER CNC TS1 Touch Screen control on a swing arm mounted on the
right side of the machine
CNC controlled servo-electrical adjustment of the bending depth
CNC controlled back gauge with a long range on the X axis
Manual linear guide adjustable along the Z axes
Safety provisions complying with European Machine Directive EN 12622
2 hinging back gauge fingers with various gauging surfaces and adjustable in width
Automatic bending pressure control with ±1 ton accuracy
Top beam manufactured from ST. 52.3, adjustable Y1-Y2 (+/- 2.5 mm)
Re-adjustable steel, top-beam guides made of wear-resistant,
maintenance free guiding material
Hardened chrome piston rods
Universal flat attachment surfaces on top and lower beam for various tool systems
Optimally adjustable daylight opening
Finished surfaces on the lower beam on which to mount moveable support arms, etc.
Support arms
Automatic star/delta switch
Lockable main switch
Foundation plates
Filled oil tank

Air Bending Tonnage Chart

v

b

ri

s

mm 4 6 8 10 12 16 20 25 32 40 50 63 80 100 125 160 200 250

mm 3 4 5.5 7 8.5 11 14 18 22 28 35 45 55 71 89 113 140 175

mm 0.6 1 1.3 1.6 2 2.6 3.3 4 5 6.5 8 10 13 16 20 26 33 41

mm

0.5 4 3

0.8 10 7 5 4

1 10 8 6 5

1.2 14 11 9 7 6

1.5 17 13 11 9 7

2 24 20 15 12 10

2.5 31 23 19 15 12

3 34 27 21 17 13

4 48 38 30 24 19

5 60 47 37 30 24

6 67 54 43 34 27

8 95 76 61 48 38

10 119 95 75 60 48

12 136 107 86 69 54

15 168 134 107 84 67

20 239 191 149 119 95

= corresponding tonnage for optimum v-opening

Rm= 42 kN/cm2

b
v

ri

s

F

F = tons per meter of workpiece
s

ri

v

b

= material thickness
= inside radius of formed part
= V-die opening
= minimum flange

FINN-POWER H-BRAKE:

A HIGH STANDARD OF EQUIPMENT



FINN-POWER Oy and its worldwide network

of subsidiaries and representatives specialize

in advanced sheet metal working technology.

The company was established in 1969.

Following the introduction of its first hydraulic

turret punch press in 1983 FINN-POWER

has developed a modular product range for

punching, laser cutting and bending, for

solutions integrating right angle shearing

and laser cutting with punching, and for

automation of the entire material flow of

your sheet metal working process.

FINN-POWER

IN BRIEF



Finland

P.O. Box 38
FI-62201 Kauhava
FINLAND
Tel. + 358 6 428 2111
Fax + 358 6 428 2083

Finn-Power Oy

Finn-Power Oy

P.O. Box 38
FI-62201 Kauhava
FINLAND
Tel. + 358 6 428 2111
Fax + 358 6 428 2244
www.finn-power.com

Germany

Postfach 54
D-85399 Hallbergmoos
GERMANY
Tel. + 49 811 55330
Fax + 49 811 1667

Finn-Power GmbH

Spain

Ctra. Molins de Rei-Rubí,
km. 13,5 Nave 5
08191 – RUBÍ (Barcelona)
Tel. +34 902 302 111
Fax +34 902 302 112
SPAIN

Finn-Power Iberica, S.L.

China

1/F, Block 1,
Golden Dragon Ind. Centre
152-160 Tai Lin Pai Road
Kwai Chung, N.T.
Hong Kong, P.R. CHINA
Tel. + 852 2427 7991
Fax + 852 2487 5548

FINN-POWER

Representative Office

United States

710 Remington Road,
Schaumburg, IL 60173
USA
Tel. + 1 847 885 3200
Fax + 1 847 885 9692

Finn-Power International, Inc.

Italy

Headquarters & Production

Via Finlandia, 2
37044 Cologna Veneta (VR)
Tel. +39 0442 413111
Fax +39 0442 413199

Sales & After Sales

Via Denti, 38
25020 Cadimarco di Fiesse (BS)
Tel. +39 030 9506311
Fax +39 030 9506340

Finn Power Italia srl

Finn Power Italia srl

France

F-91240 St Michel-sur-Orge
FRANCE
Tél. + 33 1 69 46 55 80
Fax + 33 1 69 46 55 81

Finn-Power S.A.R.L.

13, avenue Condorcet,

Benelux

Tulpenstraat 3
B-9810 Eke-Nazareth
BELGIUM
Tel. + 32 9 382 9030
Fax + 32 9 382 9031

Finn-Power N.V.

Canada

1040 Martingrove Road, Unit 11
Toronto, Ontario
M9W 4W4
CANADA
Tel. +1 416 242 4431
Fax +1 416 242 7867

Finn-Power Canada, Ltd.

FINN-POWER GROUP

Global Headquarters &

Manufacturing

Sales & Service Units

For world-wide FINN-POWER
Sales & Service representation,
see www.finn-power.com It
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FINN-POWER, Combi FMS, Bendcam, Bendterm, Ecobend, Ecocut, Ecopunch,
Express, ISC, Multi-Tool, NC Express, Night Train FMS, Shear Genius and Shear
Brilliance are registered trademarks. All other product names identified through-
out this publication are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective
owners.

The photography and line art shown throughout this brochure may not be
indicative of the final product. Equipment and equipment design is subject to
change without notice. Safety devices have been removed from photography
and line art for layout purposes.

Flexibly yours®


